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A B S T R A C T   

Manipulation of the behaviour of gas bubbles in aqueous environment is of vital significance in medical and 
microfluidic fields, and has attracted much research attention in the past few years. Making clear the interre-
lation between underwater bubbles’ wettability and the solid surfaces topography to achieve the bubble adhesion 
regulation is a crucial factor of realizing the precise bubble manipulation without external stimulation, and a 
great challenge. Here, by combining the fish-scale-like morphology and rose-petal-like morphology into one 
sample and changing the proportion of each part, the underwater bubble adhesion could be adjusted from ul-
tralow to low, high, and ultrahigh. The square-patterned array shape-memory polymer (SMP) surfaces with 
various adhesion forces were fabricated by femtosecond laser ablation and used to realize lossless transportation 
of a bubble in both horizontal and vertical direction. The high adhesion surface could be used to form pro-
grammable microbubble patterns. By taking advantage of the excellent thermal shape-memory character of SMP 
film, we realized the bubble in-situ release and reversely switch of the bubble adhesion based on the macroscopic 
and microscopic deforming-recovering of as-prepared SMP sample. The present study will inspire people to 
develop novel strategies to achieve multi-manipulation of bubbles in practical applications.   

1. Introduction 

Controlling gas bubbles in aqueous environment is of great signifi-
cance in medical field, microfluidics field and undersea detection, such 
as drug delivery [1–3], three-dimension (3D) porous polymer fabrica-
tion [4–6], underwater acoustic enhancement [7] and so on. Figuring 
out the interaction between bubbles and solid surfaces in water is the 
key factor of underwater bubble manipulation [8–15]. The behaviour of 
bubbles on a solid surface is mainly affected by the bubbles’ own 
buoyancy, external traction force (Laplace force, surface tension dif-
ference, magnetic force), and adhesion force [16–30]. Until now, the 
researchers have realized the control of underwater bubbles from the 
first two aspects. Jiang et al. designed the underwater superaerophilic 
helix structure to manipulate air bubbles [16]. Once rotating the helix 
structure, bubbles always tended to stay on the summit of every helix by 
the resultant force of buoyancy, traction and adherence. Hence, bubbles 
moved directionally along with the vertical direction to rotary surface 

while the helix structure constantly rotating. Yu et al. fabricated a kind 
of superaerophilic copper cones via electro-etching from Copper wires 
with diameter of 1.0 mm [17]. The copper cones could be utilized to 
transport gas bubbles from the tips point to the base point spontaneously 
and directionally driving by gradient of Laplace pressure of the conical 
morphology. Ma et al. reported a superaerophilic trapezia-shape poly-
ethylene (PE) surface by the techniques of CO2-laser cutting and low 
surface energy substance coating [18]. This surface could capture gas 
bubbles and transported them from small side to large side owning to the 
shape-gradient morphology and low hysteresis resistance force. Wu 
et al. controlled the sliding and pinning of bubbles on lubricant-infused 
porous surface (SLIPS) through optothermal response and magnetism 
response strategies [19,20]. Oil film on the slippery SLIPS markedly 
decrease the roughness of the solid surface thereby reducing its friction 
force and contact angle hysteresis of bubbles. However, those manipu-
lations all based on the ultrahigh adhesion surfaces and suffered the 
shortcomings of either only 1D unidirectional movement and short 
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action distance, or only operating on one sample. The adhesion force 
between a bubble and the solid surface directly affects the bubble’s 
behavior on the solid surface. Enabling to make the bubble adhesion of 
the solid more adjustable except for the traditional ultralow and ultra-
high adhesion, the bubbles’ manipulation will be more flexible, which is 
difficult to realize due to the high requirement for the surface topog-
raphy, and rarely reported. 

The fish scale with micro/nanoscale protrusions and high free energy 
possesses underwater superaerophobicity and ultralow bubble adhe-
sion, while the rose petal with only micropapilla structure and high free 
energy is endowed with underwater aerophobicity and ultrahigh bubble 
adhesion [8,31]. Combining the two type surfaces and adjusting the 
proportion of each part to change the bubble/solid contact state to 
control the bubbles’ adhesion is a feasible program. Femtosecond laser 
ablation has been proved to be one of the most effective methods to 
construct the surface morphology due to the ultra-short pulse width and 
extremely high peak power [32,33]. Those features endow the femto-
second laser with “cold working” property for elaborate processing on 
nearly all of the known materials through one-step ablation process 
[34–36]. 

Herein, we designed the rough square-patterned array on intrinsic 
aerophobic and high-adhesive solid surface by femtosecond laser abla-
tion to realize the adjusted bubble’s adhesion force on solid and figure 
out the relationship between the solid structure pattern and its adhesion 
force to bubble. SMP is a kind of stimuli-responsive material that can 
recover to its original shape from temporary shape under external 
stimulation [37–41]. The solid tested in this experiment was the 
thermal-response SMP film. The thermal-response SMP surface has been 
used as a kind of smart surface to realize water reversible wettability 
transition under thermal treatment and pressing processing [39–41]. On 
the laser-structured SMP film, the bubble sliding angle (BSA) could be 
adjusted from ultralow to ultrahigh. Utilizing the samples with various 
adhesion, the air bubble was losslessly transported from one piece to 
another both in horizontal and vertical direction. The sample with 
specific adhesion could be used to split microbubbles from a “big” 
bubble and form the rewritable microbubble pattern freely. The pattern 
was easy to be erased and rewrited again. In addition, by taking ad-
vantages of the microscopic and macroscopic shape-memory charac-
teristic of the SMP film, the controllable in-situ bubble release and 
reverse bubble adhesion transition were realized. We believe the multi- 
manipulation of underwater bubble based on the solid’s bubble adhe-
sion variation will provide a potential in future applications. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Preparation of SMP film 

The liquid SMP was obtained by mixing the diglycidyl ether of 
bisphenol A (DGEBA, SMP prepolymer, Nantong Xingchen Synthetic 
Material Co., Ltd), n-octylamine (OA, J&K Scientific Ltd) and m-xyly-
lenediamine (MXDA, J&K Scientific Ltd) with the molar ratio of 5:1:2 in 
a glass beaker. Stirring the polymer mixture for 5 min to make it thor-
oughly mix for better crosslinking later. Afterwards, the beaker with 
mixture was placed in a vacuum chamber to remove the needless bub-
ble. Then the degassed SMP liquid polymer was poured into smooth 
PTFE mold. The mold filled with SMP polymer was moved into heating 
chamber and cured at 60◦ for 2 h and 100◦ for 1 h. Finally, the SMP film 
was obtained by peeling from the PTFE mold. 

2.2. Surface femtosecond laser irradiation 

A regenerative amplified Ti: sapphire laser system (Libra-usp-he, 
Coherent, American) with the pulse duration, central wavelength, and 
repetition rate of 50 fs, 800 nm, and 1 kHz was used. For the formation 
of square-patterned array, the laser beam was focused onto the sample 
through a microscope objective lens (10×, NA = 0.30, Nikon, Japan). 

The pulse energy was adjusted by apertures and a neutral density 
attenuator. The “line-by-line” scanning route was used to construct 
microstructures on sample surface. The value of the laser power, the 
scanning speed and the interval of scanning lines in the formation of 
square-patterned array are 20 mW, 6 mm/s, and 6 μm, respectively. For 
the formation of micro-cone array, the laser beam was focused onto the 
sample through an optical lens with focus of 200 mm. The value of the 
laser power, the scanning speed and the interval of scanning lines in the 
formation of micro-cone array are 250 mW, 3 mm/s, and 100 μm, 
respectively. 

2.3. Characteristics 

The two-dimension (2D) morphology of femtosecond laser- 
structured SMP surface was obtained by a FlexSEM-1000 scanning 
electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi, Japan). The three-dimention (3D) 
morphology of hierachical rough SMP surface was characterized by a 
LEXT-OLS4000 laser confocal microscope (Olympus, Japan). The un-
derwater bubble contact angles and bubble sliding angles were 
measured by a JC2000D contact-angle system (Powereach, China). 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Morphology and wettability of the smooth and rough SMP surface 

Fig. 1 shows the SEM images and underwater bubble wettability on 
the femtosecond laser-structured and planar SMP surface. The surface of 
planar SMP is smooth without any particles covering. Once being 
immersed into water facedown, a 7 μL air bubble could pin on the planar 
SMP surface with underwater bubble contact angle (BCA) of 118◦, 
presenting that it is intrinsic underwater aerophobic and has high 
bubble adhesion force (Fig. 1a). When turning the planar SMP surface 
over or upright, the bubble still pinned on (Fig. S1). Femtosecond laser is 
an effective means of surface modification owning to its tiny light spot, 
small thermal effect, and high-precision machining [32,33]. After the 
femtosecond laser directly writing on the SMP surface through “line-by- 
line” scanning method, the surface material of scanning area was 
recasted to form the hierarchical structures. The hierarchical structures 
consist of plenty of microscale protrusions with size of 1 μm to 5 μm and 
nanoscale swelling with size of 300 nm to 400 nm decorated on the 
micro-protrusions (Fig. 1b). The wettability of a water droplet on the 
planar and structured SMP surface are shown in Fig. S1. According the 
underwater vision of Cassie equation, with increasing of the surface 
roughness, the underwater BCA of the solid/liquid compound surface 
would correspondingly increase [42]. Once a 7 μL air bubble was placed 
onto the laser-structured SMP surface, it retained an intact sphere shape 
with the underwater BCA of 160◦ (inset image in Fig. 1b). Slightly tilted 
the sample surface with the angle of 3◦, the air bubble rolling away 
rapidly (Fig. 1c). Hence, laser modification endowed the SMP surface 
with underwater superaerophobicity and ultralow bubble adhesion 
force. If adjusting the structured low-adhesion area fraction in the planar 
high-adhesion surface, the bubble’s adhesion force of the SMP surface is 
speculated being adjusted. 

3.2. Bubble adhesion adjusting on femtosecond laser-textured SMP 
surface 

Fig. 2a shows the schematic illustration of fabricating the square- 
patterned array on SMP surface by femtosecond laser directly writing. 
The line-by-line scanning method was used to generate the rough 
square-patterned array. The length (L) of the structured square side and 
distance (D) between the two square sides adjacent to each other could 
be adjusted to change the area proportions of planar domain and 
structured domain and thus determined the underwater bubble adhesion 
of the as-prepared SMP film. Fig. 2b exhibited the SEM image of the 
laser-structured square-patterned array with designed L of 50 μm and D 
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of 50 μm. Because of the focusing spot diameter of 10 μm and the 
molten-recasting effect of laser processing, the real value of L and D were 
about 60 μm and 30 μm, respectively. The structuring depth is measured 
to be 33.81 μm shown in Fig. S2. The structured domain showed micro/ 
nanoscale hierarchical structures as expected while several nano-
structures piled up on planar domain (Fig. S3). The resulted samples are 
referred as L/D-patterned surface in the following text. 

To show how the underwater bubble adhesion force varies getting rid 
of the influence of underwater buoyancy, the press-lifting method was 
used to evaluate the bubble’s adhesion on the sample surface. A 0.5 μL 
microbubble was squeezed by the microinjection, contacted with the 
sample surface, and then lifted up by the microinjection. To thoroughly 
contact with the sample and overcome the interference of the enveloped 
liquid membrane, the microbubble was pressed on the surface for 3 s 

Fig. 1. SEM images of planar SMP surface (a) and laser-structured SMP surface (b). The inset in (a) and (b) shows the BCA on the relevant surface. (c) The photo 
sequence of bubble rolling along the laser-structured SMP surface. The scale bars in (a) and (b) are 1 μm. 

Fig. 2. The results of bubble behaviors on the laser-textured SMP surfaces with different diameters. (a) Schematic depiction of the formation of square-patterned 
array by femtosecond laser ablation on SMP film. (b) SEM image of 50/50-patterned array SMP film. (c-d) The definition of underwater bubble adhesion (SLA, 
LA, HA, SHA) on solid surfaces. (g) The bubble adhesion on the as-prepared SMP surface with different L and D. The scale bars in (b) and (c–f) are 40 μm and 500 μm. 
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before being lifted up. Summarizing from the measuring results on all 
the as-prepared samples, we concluded four types of adhesion states 
between the microbubble and samples when lifting up the bubble. For 
the first state, when the bubble was pressed, its deformation was not 
very obvious, and was easy to depart from the surface. We defined this 
kind of surface as super-low-adhesion (SLA) surface (Fig. 2c). As for the 
second state, after press-lifting process, the microbubble was dragged by 
the surface and then detached from it without any bubble residual 
(Fig. 2d). This kind of surface was defined as low-adhesion (LA) surface. 
In the third state, when the bubble was lifted up from the surface by 
microinjection, it was dragged and deformed at the contact point. A tiny 
bubble left on the contact point after the bubble depart from the surface 
due to the surface adhesion. We defined this kind of surface as high- 
adhesion (HA) surface (Fig. 2e). At last, if the bubble was pulled down 
and sit on the surface after press-lifting process, the surface was regar-
ded as a super-high-adhesion (SHA) surface with ultrahigh underwater 
bubble adhesion (Fig. 2f). 

According to the adhesion definition concluded above, the 50/50- 
patterned surface was measured to be the SLA surface (Fig. 2b). While 
increasing the value of D to 2L, 3L, 4L, 5L, 6L, 7L, that is 100 μm, 150 μm, 
200 μm, 250 μm, 300 μm, 350 μm, the planar domain proportion 
increased (Fig. S1), and the surface bubble adhesion varied from SLA to 
SHA (Fig. 2g). The result revealed that the underwater bubble adhesion 
on the SMP surface could be adjusted during D = 2L to D = 7L when L =
50 μm. Similarly, while increasing the superaerophobic structured 
domain area (L = 60 μm, 70 μm, 80 μm, 90 μm, 100 μm) and corre-
sponding planar domain area (determined by D), the bubble adhesion on 
the square-patterned SMP surface could also be adjusted in different 
scopes (Fig. 2g). 

The dynamic underwater bubble behavior that can directly charac-
terize the surface adhesion on the square-patterned SMP surface was 

demonstrated in Fig. 3a. The as-prepared samples were fixed in the 
reservoir facedown, and then the reservoir was filled with water. A 7 μL 
bubble was released below and then contacted the samples under the 
action of buoyancy. Afterwards, seal the upper opening of the reservoir 
and rotate the whole reservoir to observe the BSA of square-patterned 
surface with different parameters. Taking the case of L equaled to 80 
μm, the BSA could vary with the change of D. When D equaled to 160 
μm, the underwater bubble would roll away along the 80/160-patterned 
surface easily when the surface was tilted only a small angle below 2◦. If 
D ranged from 160 μm to 260 μm, the BSA curve increased sharply from 
2◦ to 90◦, indicating that the bubble adhesion of the processed square- 
patterned SMP surface was adjusted in this scope. When D equaled to 
260 μm and more, the bubble could pin on the surfaces even when the 
surfaces were upright or upside down. To verify the conjecture that the 
adjustment of bubble adhesion on the square-patterned surface fabri-
cated by femtosecond laser is applicative on different material, the 
stainless steel mesh (SSM) was chosen to take a test. It has already been 
proved that the original SSM is underwater aerophobic with ultrahigh 
adhesion and the laser-structured SSM is underwater superaerophobic 
with ultralow adhesion [43]. Hence, when L was set as 80 μm, by 
changing the D from 160 μm to 400 μm, the BSA of SSM could be suc-
cessfully controlled from 0◦ to 90◦. It is well known that the femtosecond 
laser could theoretically process almost all of the solid materials 
including metals, semiconductors, and polymers due to its extremely 
high peak power. Therefore, we speculated that femtosecond laser- 
ablated square-patterned array surface could realize the control of un-
derwater bubble adhesion from ultralow to ultrahigh on nearly any 
intrinsic aerophobic material. The specific adjustment on the various 
materials is depended on the value of surface energy. We also explored 
the effect of depth of the square rough regions (using 80/280-patterned 
SMP sample), volume of the gas bubble (using 80/260-patterned SMP 

Fig. 3. (a) The relationship between the BSA on as-prepared SMP surface with L equals 80 μm and increasing D (red line), and the BSA on laser-induced stainless steel 
mesh with L equals 80 μm and increasing D (black line). (b) The relationship between the BSA and structuring depth. (c) The relationship between the BSA and 
bubble size. (d) The relationship between the BSA and L based on same D. 
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sample), and the size of the rough region (using 50/100-patterned, 150/ 
100-patterned, 250/100-patterned, 350/100-patterned SMP samples) to 
the BSA in Fig. 3(b–d). The results showed that the depth of the square 
rough regions could hardly affect the adhesion regulation. With the in-
crease of the bubble size from 6 μL to 36 μL, the BSA decreased gradually 
indicating a lower bubble adhesion. For the same value of D, a smaller L 
owned a lower bubble adhesion. It is because the smaller L caused more 
discontinuous TCL between an underwater bubble and SMP surface, 
resulting in a smaller barrier for bubble to break through and roll down. 

The mechanism of tunable bubble adhesion on the as-prepared sur-
face is discussed below (Fig. 4a-c). The planar SMP domain showed 
underwater aerophobicity with SHA property. The bubble could entirely 
contact the surface with the successive three-phase contact line (TCL) at 
gas/solid/liquid interface. This contact state could be regarded as the 
bubble/solid Young’s state [8]. For the laser-structured domain, the one- 
step laser ablation reconstructed the morphology of SMP surface to form 
the micro/nanostructures without changing the surface chemical 
composition. Water thoroughly wet the surface and was trapped among 
the space of microstructures. The bubble could only touch the tip of the 
microstructures and resulted in an inconsecutive TCL. The structured 
domain surface showed underwater aerophobicity with SLA property. 
This contact state could be regarded as the bubble/solid Cassie/Baxter 
contact state [8]. When pressing the bubble on the square-patterned 
array surface downward using a microinjection, the bubble TCL was 
cut by the rough square into several pieces (Fig. 4a, b). In the mean-
while, the part sat on the structured domain (dark yellow color in 
Fig. 4a) has SLA. After releasing the bubble, the recover force would 
drive the TCL fragment move till the TCL merged into a complete circle 
(Fig. 4b). While L was set as a constant, the larger value of D would 
directly result in the larger area of the contact circle, accordingly an 
increasing bubble adhesion force of the surface. As the value of D was 
relatively small, the splutters generated by laser processing piled on the 
orthogonal center of the four squares, giving rise to the nanoscope 
structures on the center area. Increasing the D, the splutters were more 

easily covered on the marginal area of rough square domain not the 
center area. The adhesion of center area increased with D, and the center 
area would not drag bubble down from the microinjection until the D is 
large enough. 

The mechanism of bubble sliding process on the squared-patterned 
array SMP surface is shown in Fig. 4d. When the surface was placed 
horizontally, the BCA at front TCL (dotted line with pink color) and rear 
TCL (dotted line with blue color) maintains the same. Once the surface 
was tilted, the bubble had upward buoyancy force (Fb), downward y- 
component adhesion force (Fay), downward y-component support force 
(FNy), leftward x-component adhesion force (Fax), and rightward x- 
component support force (FNx). With the tilted angle increasing, the top 
of the bubble deformed and the rear TCL retracted due to the continuous 
rear BCA decrease, which resulting in the detachment of the bubble from 
planar domain. When the bubble completely detached from the tilted 
SMP surface, it rolled away rapidly with the protection of wrapped 
water layer before the layer rupturing. 

3.3. Bubble lossless transportation 

Microoperation of underwater bubble is of great importance in the 
drug delivery, cell engineering, and microfluidic fields. Here we used the 
as-prepared samples with different adhesions to realize the bubble 
picking and bubble site-specific release in water environment. The 80/ 
240-patterned sample was regarded as the “mechanical hand” to pick 
up a bubble. Fig. 5a showed that the 80/240-patterned sample took a 7 
μL bubble down from the lower surface of 80/80-patterned sample, and 
moved to the surface of 80/320-patterned sample to realize the bubble 
lossless horizontal transportation. In this test, the 80/80-patterned 
sample and the 80/320-patterned sample were fixed face down, while 
the 80/240-patterned sample served as a “mechanical hand” was driv-
able with structure surface face up. Firstly, move the “mechanical hand” 
up to contact the bubble that had been already placed on the SLA sur-
face. The “mechanical hand” could pick the bubble up without any 

Fig. 4. (a–c) Schematic illustration of the contact model of an underwater bubble on the squared-patterned array SMP surface including planar domain and 
structured domain: (a) top view, (b) section view when pressing bubble, (c) section view when releasing bubble. (d) Schematic illustration of BCA and BSA on the 
face-down squared-patterned array SMP surface. 
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Fig. 5. The 80/240-patterned array SMP film is regarded as “mechanical hand” to realize bubble underwater transportation in horizontal direction (a) and vertical 
direction (b). The scale bars in (a) and (b) are 4.5 mm. 

Fig. 6. A programmable tiny-bubble gripping device depending on 80/320-patterned array SMP surface. (a, c) Schematic illustration of tiny bubble writing and 
erasing. (b) Photo sequence of tiny bubble writing when pressing-lifting a bubble vertically. (d) Photo sequence of tiny bubble erasing when dragging a bubble 
horizontally. (e) The formation of tiny bubble line, tiny bubble matrix, and tiny bubble pattern. The scale bars in (b), (d) and (e) are 500 μm, 500 μm and 200 μm, 
respectively. 
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residual on the SLA surface due to its higher adhesion. Next, the bubble 
could be moved in all directions through taking the “machanical hand” 
as a carrier. Then, move the bubble up to contact with the SHA surface. 
The bubble was transfered from the “machanical hand” to the SHA 
surface due to its ultra-high adhesion, without any residual on the 
“machanical hand”. The fixing and driving state of any sample could be 
selective to make the device more flexible. The site-specific bubble 
transportation could be not limited by the transferring distance and 
directions. The “mechanical hand” could also transfer an underwater 
bubble to a vertically placed sample with L/D equals to 80/400 (Fig. 5b). 
Fig. S4 demonstrated the details of the underwater bubble lossless 
transportation process. We believe that the underwater bubble trans-
portation system will provide application prospects in underwater 
bubble coalescence, underwater gas microreaction, drug delivery, etc. 

3.4. Programmable tiny-bubble gripping device 

The as-prepared sample with HA property (80/320-patterned sam-
ple) could be used to grip tiny bubbles splitting from a “big” bubble and 
then be erased the tiny bubbles clean. A 0.5 μL bubble was fixed above 
the 80/320-patterned film and could be moved in the vertical plane, 
while the film was mobile in the horizontal plane. When the bubble was 
pressed on the 80/320-patterned sample surface and then lifted up, a 
tiny bubble left on the surface. 

It is because the bubble could only “wet” the planar domain rather 
than the laser-structured domain when being pressed. During the lifting 
bubble process, bubble/solid contact area decreased gradually until the 
area only contained the planar domain. Continuing lifting up, the bubble 
split on the contact surface, and left a tiny bubble on the sample under 
the action of the surface adhesion force. Moving the sample at X or Y 
direction could form various tiny bubble array. Here, for the sake of 
observation, we generated the tiny bubbles on the planar domain line 
and placed them in the “one” glyph (Fig. 6a, b). 

In addition, re-pressing the “big” bubble onto the tiny bubble on the 
surface and moving the sample along the “one-glyph” bubble line, tiny 
bubbles could blend into the “big” bubble again (Fig. 6c, d). The surface 
of the sample restored clean and could be rewrited tiny bubbles array 
again. The mechanism of erasing process is ascribed to the evolution of 
TCL of the “big” bubble. Firstly, when the bubble was dragged by the 
moving surface, the bubble deformed and the BCA at the front TCL 
increased. Once the BCA was large enough to conquer the free energy 
barrier (FEB) between the planar domain and structured domain, the 
front TCL jumped to next planar domain which resulted in blending of 
two bubbles (dotted line with carmine color in Fig. 6d). At this moment, 
the rear TCL pinned on and the BCA at the rear TCL decreased. Later on, 
along with the sample moving, the rear TCL also conquered the FEB and 
jumped with the front TCL keeping pinning on (dotted line with blue 
color in Fig. 6d). Subsequently, after the bubble sliding a small step on 
planar domain, the jumping-pinning procedure of front and rear TCL 
occurred again to mix next tiny bubble, which ran in cycles until 
cleaning up all the tiny bubbles. Fig. 6e showed the tiny bubble line, tiny 
bubble matrix and tiny bubble pattern forming on the 80/320-patterned 
SMP surface. The programmable tiny-bubble gripping and erasing de-
vice was enable applications of research on microbubble/liquid inter-
face, formation of underwater bubble matrix, underwater microreactor 
and et al. 

3.5. In-situ bubble release—macroscopic deformation and recovering 

Taking advantages of the excellent macroscopic shape-memory ef-
fect of the as-prepared square-patterned SMP film, the bubble adhering 
and in-situ releasing were realized in water environment under thermal 
response. The phase state of the fabricated epoxy-based SMP used in this 
experiment could change from glassy state to rubbery state when the 
temperature reached to its glass transition temperature Tg (≈55 ◦C) 
[41]. The sample was easy to artificially deform ascribed to the storage 

modulus decreasing greatly. Once the sample was cooling down in a 
room temperature, it would be glassy state again and maintain the 
deformation. After re-heating the SMP sample at Tg, it could also turn 
into the rubbery state and recover to the original shape without man- 
made operation. Keeping the temperature down, the sample converted 
to glassy state at original shape where is difficulty to be deformed 
[39–41]. 

First off, the 80/220-patterned SMP film was folded in half under the 
temperature of 55 ◦C in water. After that, the folded sample was placed 
into a reservoir full of water at room temperature. In the area where the 
curvature is the greatest (folding area), the planar domain was stretched 
and provided a larger high adhesion region for bubbles to pin on. Three 
bubbles were squeezed and adhered tightly onto the folding area on 
account of the area stretching. Later, the water in the reservoir was 
heated by an electromagnetic induction heating device. As illustrated in 
Fig. 7a, b, with the water temperature rising, the folded sample was 
recovered gradually to its original shape. The stretched region was also 
recovered and the stretched area reduced by degrees. When the adhe-
sion force resulted from this region decreased to be indefensible of the 
bubble buoyancy, the bubble would detach from the sample surface and 
be in-situ released. As shown in Fig. 7b, the three bubbles were released 
one by one along with the increase of the water temperature. The water 
temperature of the space that was close to the electromagnetic induction 
bar increased faster, therefore the sample in that space was the first to 
recover leading to the bubble detaching firstly. In the area far away from 
the electromagnetic bar, the slower water temperature rising velocity 
resulted in the bubble there the last release. 

3.6. Bubble adhesion transition reversely—microscopic deformation and 
recovering 

The microscopic SMP structure was also endowed with the shape- 
memory effect, which was used to adjust underwater bubble adhesion 
on the same film that switched reversely between ultralow adhesion and 
high adhesion. The periodic micro-cone array fabricated by one-step 
femtosecond laser scanning was shown in Fig. S5. The 3D confocal mi-
croscopy image of the laser-induced periodic micro-cone array was 
shown in Fig. 8a. The periodic interval of the micro-cone array is about 
130 μm, and the height of the micro-cone is about 50 μm. There are a 
myriad of micro/nanoscale protrusions distributing on every micro-cone 
(Fig. 8c), which is ascribed to the resolidification of ejected particles. 
Fig. 8b illustrated the surface morphology and bubble adhesion transi-
tion process. Immersing the sample into water facedown and placing a 7 
μL bubble on it, the bubble could easily roll away with the BSA measured 
of 3◦ (inset image of Fig. 8c). It is because that the bubble only touched 
the tips of the nanostructures, and the adhesion of water/solid com-
posite surface is ultralow. Whereafter, applying a slanting shear force by 
a load and flat glass sheet in hot water at 55 ◦C and then cooling down, 
the roof of every micro-cone was flattened and was regarded as a planar 
surface (Fig. 8c). The deformation of the shape of micro-cone array in-
crease the bubble/solid contact area and decrease the bubble/water 
contact area, thus the adhesion of the deformed sample was increase 
accordingly. The BSA was measure to be 43◦ (inset image of Fig. 8c). 
After reheating the deformed sample in water at 55 ◦C for about 5 s, the 
flattened micro-cone was recovered to the original morphology. The tip 
structure of every micro-cone was also recovered to be hierarchical 
rough comparing to the pressing flat surface. In this case, the wettability 
of the SMP surface was also restored with the BSA equaling to 6◦, 
revealing an ultralow surface adhesion. Fig. 8d, e showed the 3D 
confocal microscopy image of the original and deformed periodic micro- 
cone array from upward view at 45◦. It demonstrated that all the pressed 
micro-cones were flattened uniformly. This bubble adhesion reverse 
transition process could be operated for at least 10 cycles (Fig. 8f). When 
increasing the pressing force on the original micro-cone SMP surface at 
55 ◦C, the bubble could pin on the deformed region without releasing 
even if the surface was faced up. Fig. S6 showed the four words of 
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Fig. 7. The schematic illustration (a) and photo sequence (b) of in-situ bubble release taking advantage of shape memory characteristic of SMP film. The bubbles 
pinned on the folded SMP surface at low water temperature. Heating up the water, the folded SMP film recovered from left to right, and the bubble in-situ released 
one-by-one in same order. The scale bar in (b) is 250 μm. 

Fig. 8. (a) The 3D confocal microscopy image of the laser-textured periodic micro-cone array. (b) Schematic depiction of the reversible sample morphology and 
bubble behavior transition between original SMP micro-cone array and deformed micro-cone array. (c) SEM of the original SMP micro-cone array, the micro-cone 
array after pressing, and the recovered micro-cone array. The inset image is the BSA on relevant surface. (d, e) The 3D confocal microscopy images of original and 
deformed micro-cone array from upward view at 45◦. (f) The reversible transition could be operated for several cycles. The scale bars in (a) and (c) are 150 μm and 
10 μm. 
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“XJTU” bubble pattern in the pressed region. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we proposed four types of bubble adhesion states on 
solid surface and realized multi-manipulation of bubbles in aqueous 
environment using femtosecond laser-induced square-patterned array 
SMP surface. By adjusting the value of L and D of the as-prepared 
sample, the BSA could be changed from 0◦ to 90◦ indicating the bub-
ble adhesion on samples varied from ultralow to ultrahigh. The LA 
surface was considered as “mechanical hand” to transfer a bubble loss-
lessly from SLA surface to HA surface horizontally and SHA surface 
vertically. The HA surface with L of 80 μm and D of 320 μm was regarded 
as a programmable tiny-bubble gripping device to form microbubble 
pattern that could be erased and rewrited. Taking advantages of excel-
lent macroscopic and microscopic shape-memory property of SMP film, 
the in-situ bubble release and reversely transition of bubble adhesion 
between ultralow and high were completed. This work provided a new 
strategy to manipulate underwater bubbles based on solid adhesion and 
a potential in the fields of medical and microfluidic 
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